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**PAPERS AND POSTERS PRESENTED: ACADEMIC MEETINGS**
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GUEST LECTURES AND MEDIA APPEARANCES


Lant. C.L. Lecture to Environmental Studies class on Law and Policy of Ecosystem Services. 3/24/09.


Lant, C.L. 2008. League of Women Voters Forum on Global Warming: Panelist on consequences for water resources. 9/16/08.

Lant, C.L. 2008. Appearances on WSILTV3 News concerning oil and gasoline prices: 4/28/08; 5/09/08; 7/14/08


Lant, C.L. 2007 “Water and Ecosystem Services” presented to First Presbyterian Church, Carbondale, IL.


“Spatial Decision Support Systems for the Cache River,” 1/11/01, for “Friends of the Cache” annual meeting, Ullin, IL.

“Environmental regulation of agriculture”, 11/00 for Plant Biology 300: Contemporary Environmental Issues.


Southern Illinoisan Interview: Environmental Resources and Policy (ER&P) 7/11/2000